
The importance of Grupo Santander’s risk policy was
underscored again in 2011. The policy is focused on maintaining
a medium-low and predictive profile in all risks, which, together
with the Group’s high degree of diversification, was again the
differential element that enabled Santander to maintain a
leading position in the market.

For Grupo Santander, quality management of risk is one of its
hallmarks and thus a priority in its activity. Throughout its 150
years, Santander has combined prudence in risk management
with use of advanced risk management techniques, which have
proven to be decisive in generating recurrent and balanced
earnings and creating shareholder value.

The risks model is based on the following principles:

• Independent working from the business areas. Mr. Matías
Rodríguez Inciarte, the Group’s third vice-chairman and
chairman of the board’s risk committee, reports directly to the
executive committee and to the board. The establishment of
separate functions between the business areas (risk takers)
and the risk areas responsible for measurement, analysis,
control and information provides sufficient independence and
autonomy to control risks appropriately.

• Involvement of senior management in all decisions taken.

• Collegiate decision-making (including at the branch level),
which ensures a variety of opinions and does not make results
dependent on decisions solely taken by individuals. Joint
responsibility for decisions on credit operations between risk
and business areas, with the former having the last word in
the event of disagreement.

• Defining functions. Each risk taker unit and, where
appropriate, risk manager has clearly defined the types of
activities, segments, risks in which they could incur and
decisions they might make in the sphere of risks, in
accordance with delegated powers. How risk is contracted,
managed and where operations are recorded is also defined.

• Centralised control. Risk control and management is
conducted on an integrated basis through a corporate
structure, with global scope responsibilities (all risk, all
businesses, all countries).

Management and control of risk is developed in the following
way: 

• Formulate the risk appetite. The purpose is to delimit,
synthetically and explicitly, the levels and types of risk that the
bank is ready to assume in the development of its business. 

• Establish risk policies and procedures. They constitute the
basic framework for regulating risk activities and processes. At
the local level, the risk units incorporate the corporate rules to
their internal policies. 

• Building, independent validation and approval of the risk
models developed in accordance with the corporate
methodological guidelines. These models systemise the risk
origination processes as well as their monitoring and recovery
processes, calculate the expected loss, the capital needed and
evaluate the products in the trading portfolio. 

• Execute a system to monitor and control risks, which verifies
every day and with the corresponding reports the extent to
which Santander’s risks profile is in line with the risk policies
approved and the limits established.  

Santander’s risk management is fully identified with the Basel
principles as it recognises and supports the industry’s most
advanced practices which the Group has been anticipating and,
as a result, it has been using for many years various tools and
techniques which will be referred to later in this section. They
include:

• Internal rating and scoring models which, by assessing the
various qualitative and quantitative components by client and
operation, enable the probability of failure to be estimated
first and then, on the basis of estimates of loss given default,
the expected loss.

• Economic capital, as the homogeneous metric of the risk
assumed and the basis for measuring management, using
RORAC, for pricing operations (bottom up), and for analysis of
portfolios and units (top down), and VaR, as the element of
control and setting the market risk limits of the various trading
portfolios.

• Analysis of scenarios and stress tests to complement the
analysis of market and credit risk, in order to assess the
impact of alternative scenarios, including on provisions and
on the capital.
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Grupo Santander calculates the minimum regulatory capital in
accordance with Bank of Spain circular 3/2008 and subsequent
changes on determining and controlling the minimum equity of
credit institutions. This regulation completed the transfer to
Spanish banking legislation of various EU directives. 

As a result of the new elements introduced into the regulatory
framework, commonly known as BIS III, Grupo Santander took
steps to apply with sufficient prevision the future requirements
indicated in BIS III. This entails a greater requirement for high
quality capital, sufficiency of capital conservation and counter
cyclical.

Grupo Santander’s risk appetite
The risk appetite is defined in Santander as the amount and type
of risks considered reasonable to assume for implementing its
business strategy, so that the Group can maintain its ordinary
activity in the event of unexpected events that could have a
negative impact on its level of capital, levels of profitability
and/or its share price.

The board is responsible for establishing the risk appetite and
monitoring the risk profile and ensuring the consistency
between both of them. Senior management is responsible for
achieving the desired risk profile as well managing risks on a
daily basis. The establishment of the risk appetite covers both
the risks whose assumption constitutes the strategic objective
and for which maximum exposure criteria are set —minimum
objectives of return/risk— as well as those whose assumption is
not desired but which cannot be avoided in an integral way. The
board will ensure that the amount and type of risks relevant for
the bank have been taken into account. These derive from the
annual budget approved as well as the medium-term strategic
plan. It also ensures that sufficient resources have been assigned
to manage and control these risks, at both the global and local
levels.

The board will regularly revise, at least once a year, the Group’s
risk appetite and its management framework, analysing the
impact of unlikely but plausible tension scenarios and adopting
the pertinent measures to ensure the policies set are met.

The risk appetite is formulated for the whole Group as well as
for each of its main business units. The boards of the
subsidiaries must approve the respective risk appetite proposals
adapted to the corporate framework.

Risk appetite framework
Santander’s risk appetite framework has quantitative as well as
qualitative elements that are integrated into a series of basic
metrics (applicable to both the whole of the Group as well as its
main business units) and another series of transversal metrics
which because of their nature are directly applied for the whole
of the Group’s units.

Qualitative elements of the risk appetite:
The qualitative elements of the risk appetite framework define,
both generally and for the main risk factors, the positioning that
Santander’s senior management wises to adopt or maintain in
the development of its business model. Generally, Grupo
Santander’s risk appetite framework is based on maintaining the
following qualitative objectives:

• A general medium-low and predictable risk profile based on a
diversified business model, focused on retail banking and with
an internationally diversified presence and with significant
market shares. Develop a wholesale banking model which
attaches importance to the relationship with clients in the
Group’s core markets.

• Maintain a rating in a range between AA- and A- on the basis
of the environment at both Group level as well as in the local
units (in local scale), and the evolution of sovereign risk.

• Maintain a stable and recurring policy of profit generation and
shareholder remuneration on the foundations of a strong
capital base and liquidity and an efficient diversification
strategy by sources and maturities.

• Maintain an organisational structure based on autonomous
and self-sufficient subsidiaries in terms of capital and liquidity,
minimising the use of non-operational or investment
companies, and ensuring that no subsidiary has a risk profile
that could jeopardise the Group’s solvency.

• Maintain an independent risk function and intense
involvement by senior management that guarantees a strong
risk culture centred on protecting and ensuring an adequate
return on capital.

• Maintain a management model that ensure a global vision
and one inter-related with all risks, through an environment
of control and robust corporate monitoring of risks, with
global scope responsibilities: all risk, all businesses, all
countries.

• Focus the business model on those products which the Group
has sufficient knowledge of and the management capacity
(systems, processes and resources).

• The confidence of customers, shareholders, employees and
professional counterparts, guaranteeing the development of
their activity within its social and reputational commitment, in
accordance with the Group’s strategic objectives.

• Maintain adequate and sufficient availability of the necessary
human resources, systems and tools that guarantee the
continuation of a risk profile compatible with the risk appetite
established, both at the global and local levels.

• Implement a remuneration policy that contains the necessary
incentives to ensure that the individual interests of employees
and executives are aligned with the corporate framework of
risk appetite and these are consistent with the evolution of
the institution’s results over the long term.
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Quantitative elements of risk appetite
The quantitative elements that comprise the risk appetite
framework are specified in the following basic metrics:

• The maximum losses that the bank has to assume,

• The minimum capital position that the bank wants to
maintain, and

• The minimum liquidity position that the bank wishes to have 

in the event of unlikely but plausible tension scenarios.

The Group also has a series of transversal metrics to limit the
excessive concentration of the Group’s risk profile, both by risk
factors as well as from the standpoint of customers, businesses,
countries and products.

The risk appetite framework distinguishes between:

a) Risk capacity: the maximum level of risk that the Group can
technically assume in the development of its business plans
without compromising its commercial viability;

b) Risk appetite: the level, type of risk and geographic
distribution that the Group is ready to accept in order to
attain the strategic objectives in its business plan;

c) Objective risk: the level and type of risk the Group
incorporates into its budgets.

Risk tolerance is defined as the difference between risk
appetite and objective risk. The risk appetite framework includes
setting a series of triggers as the risk tolerance is consumed.
Once these levels are reached and the board is informed the
necessary management measures are adopted so that the risk
profile can be reconducted. 

Losses
One of the three basic metrics used to formulate Santander’s
risk appetite is expressed in terms of the maximum losses it is
prepared to assume in the event of unfavourable 
scenarios —internal and external— whose probability of
occurrence is considered low but plausible.  

We regularly conduct analysis of the impact, in terms of losses,
of submitting the portfolios and other elements that make up
the bank’s risk profile to stress scenarios that take into account
various degrees of the probability of occurring.

The time frame for materialisation of the negative impact for all
risks considered will normally be 12 months, except for credit
risk where an additional impact analysis is conducted with a
three year time frame. 

Capital position
Santander wants to operate with a large capital base that
enables it not only to comply with the regulatory requirements
but also have a reasonable surplus of capital. Its core capital
target is 10%, which is one percentage point above the 9%
required by the European Banking Authority (EBA).

The capital target extends to a period of three years, within the
capital planning process implemented in the Group.

Liquidity position
The Group’s liquidity management model is based on the
following principles:

• Decentralised liquidity model: autonomy of the subsidiaries
within management coordinated at the Group level.

• Comfortable structural liquidity position supported by stable
funding: mainly customer deposits (principally in the retail
segment) and medium- and long-term wholesale funding
(with an objective of an average maturity of more than three
years).

• Ample access to wholesale markets and diversification by
markets, instruments and maturities.

• High discounting capacity in central banks. 

Bearing in mind the Group’s wish to be structured on the basis
of autonomous subsidiaries, liquidity management is executed
by each of our subsidiaries.  All of them, thus, must be self-
sufficient as regards the availability of liquidity.

Transversal metrics of risk appetite: 
concentration
Santander wants to maintain a well diversified risk portfolio from
the standpoint of its exposure to large risks, certain markets and
specific products. In the first instance, this is achieved by virtue of
Santander’s focus on retail banking business with a high degree
of international diversification.

Concentration risk: this is measured via three focuses, which
include limits set as signs of alert or control:

• Customer: individual and aggregate exposure to the 20 largest
clients as a proportion of shareholders’ funds.

• Product: maximum exposure of clients to derivatives. 

• Sector: maximum percentage of exposure of the portfolio of
companies to an economic sector. 

Specific objectives by type of risk
In addition, Grupo Santander’s risk appetite framework includes
specific objectives for the following types of risk:

Credit risk
• Complete management of the credit risk cycle with a

corporate model based on establishing budgets, structure of
limits and management plans for them and on monitoring
and control integrated with global reach responsibilities.

• Global and inter-related vision of the credit exposure, with
portfolio vision, including, for example, lines committed,
guarantees, off-balance sheet, etc.

• Involvement of the risk function in all credit risk admissions,
avoiding the taking of discretionary decisions at the personal
level, combined with a strict structure of delegation of
powers.

• Systematic use of scoring and rating models.

• Centralised control and in real time of the counterparty risk.
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Market risk

• Moderate market risk appetite.

• Business model focused on the customer with scant exposure
to own account business activities.

• Independent calculation of the results of market activities by
the risk function.

• Daily centralised control of the market risk of trading activity
(VaR).

• Strict control ex ante of products, underlying assets,
currencies, etc, for which operations are authorised as well as
of the corresponding valuation models.

Structural risks

• Conservative management of balance sheet and of liquidity
risk on the basis of the what is stated in the previous sections.

• Active management of exchange rates in relation to the
hedging of capital and the results in subsidiaries.

• Reduced sensitivity of margins and capital to changes in
interest rates in stress situations.

• Limited assumption of credit risk in managing the Group’s
balance sheet.

• Limited assumption of cross-border risk.

Technology and operational risk

• Supervision of technology and operational risk management
through approval of the management framework and of the
structure of the corresponding limits. 

• Management focus centred on risk mitigation, based on
monitoring and controlling gross losses/gross income, self-
assessment questionnaires/risk maps and management
indicators.

• Operational and technology integration model via corporate
platforms and tools.

• Systems’ architecture with adequate redundancies and
controls in order to guarantee a minimum probability of
occurrence of high impact events and which, in their case,
limit their severity.

• Business Continuity Master Plan with local developments;
local plans of contingency coordinated with the corporate
area of technology and operational risk.

Compliance and reputational risk

• Compliance with all the regulatory requirements, ensuring
qualifications and substantial recommendations are avoided
in audits and supervisors’ reviews.

• Maintain the confidence of customers, shareholders and
employees, as well as society in general, regarding solvency
and reputation.

• Maintain a zero appetite in compliance and reputational risk
through corporate policies, with local implementation, backed
by risk indicators and the functioning of corporate and local
committees that enable risk to be identified, monitored and
mitigated in matters of:

• – Prevention of money laundering: (Analysis and resolution
Committee);

• – Compliance (committee of compliance with regulations):
codes of conduct in the securities market; suspicious
operations; abuse of market; institutional relations; Markets
in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFid); customers’
complaints to supervisors; data protection regulations and
code of conduct of employees;

• – Commercialisation of products: reputational risk
management office and committees of approval, marketing
and monitoring of products, observing operational, conduct
and reputational risk criteria.

• Registry and monitoring of disciplinary procedures, total cost
by losses including fines and sanctions.

• Continuous monitoring of audits and revisions of the
supervisors and of their corresponding recommendations in
the sphere of compliance and reputational risk.

Risk appetite and living will
The Group has an organisational structure based on
autonomous and self-sufficient subsidiaries in terms of capital
and liquidity, minimising the use of non-operating or investment
companies, and ensuring that no subsidiary has a risk profile
that could jeopardise the Group’s solvency.

Grupo Santander was the first of the international financial
institutions considered globally systemic by the Financial Stability
Board to present (in 2010) to its consolidated supervisor (the
Bank of Spain) its corporate living will including, as required, a
viability plan and all the information needed to plan a possible
liquidation (resolution plan). Furthermore, and even though not
required, in 2010 more summarised individual plans were drawn
up for the main geographic units, including Brazil, Mexico, Chile,
Portugal and the UK. The second version of the corporate living
will was presented in 2011 and also the second version of the
main summarised local and voluntary  plans, and progress was
made in drawing up the local obligatory plans for the Group’s
entities which must be eventually presented.

Also noteworthy was the significant contribution that the living
will exercise made to the conceptual delimitation of the Group’s
risk appetite and risk profile.
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